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Introduction
IMPRESSario – Present and Promote the Star Within You
IMPRESSario is the title of my book which involves a play on
the word “impresario”: the producer or director of a the- atrical
production and the word “impress”. In this book, I focus
on how to make an impression, make your mark, and be the
person you are destined to be. Through reading IMPRESSario,
you will understand how combining these two elements will
produce a personal brand and a business that will be successful
for you and will fulfil your ambitions.
^Impress – affect, influence, characteristic, mark, imprint,
stamp, impression, effect produced on feeling, impress idea on
person or the mind.
^Impresario – organiser of public entertainment especially
opera or concert, theatrical entrepreneur, producer, press agent
and business manager.

In IMPRESSario I also share my own personal journey. Any
theatrical production has its share of dramas and IMPRESSario
does too as I share my background story. This is the first time
I’ve told my story of overcoming the heartache of an early
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teenage pregnancy to eventually reaching the point of achieving
a successful career. It is also an account of what I’ve experienced
and observed from others, and about what it takes to succeed on
your entrepreneurial journey.
The book is not just about my story. It is also designed to be
a practical and useful guide for you. I provide you with tools, tips
and plans to implement so you can grow a memorable brand and
successful business. My book progresses through three areas:
like an opera impresario or theatre director, your path will go
from: (1) Behind the Scenes to (2) Preparing for the Role and
then on to (3) Showtime.
PART ONE – We take a look BEHIND THE SCENES to
understanding your personal brand. Who you are, how to get to
know yourself a little bit better and understand how you portray
your brand image and come across to others. Through practical
examples and exercises, you will learn about impression management, including how to understand the perceptions that
other people have about you. You will also learn how to explore
your personality, characteristics and strengths, as well as how to
bring out your star quality.
Most of us face struggles in our daily life that may hinder
our progress and prevent us from achieving our goals. In this
book, I share my story of sorrow and loss and the realisation
that, although your background story contributes to it, it doesn’t
have to shape your future direction. We’ve all had stuff happen
to us – that’s just life.
I also hope to inspire you to have a go, no matter what. You
have the opportunity to achieve the business, work or career
that you want to create. You can be the IMPRESSario of your
own life and business.

INTRODUCTION

PART TWO – We PREPARE FOR THE ROLE and review
the practical steps you need to take to plan and prepare before
you get to realise your production. Rarely does instant success
happen. Through many auditions, try outs, being persistent
and well prepared you may, after a number of years, become an
“overnight success”.
This section also looks at the significant part “costume”
plays in presenting and enhancing you as the main character
in your production. This is an area I am passionate about and
part of my background experience that I want you to appreciate.
I discuss the important role visual image plays and how your
personal brand is expressed through your own unique style and
what you wear.
PART THREE – It’s now SHOWTIME! What does it take
to get the show on the road? On the entrepreneurial journey,
we’re all in the business of marketing, whether it is ourselves or
our business. Very rarely does a major production get noticed
unless a marketing and public relations campaign takes place.
Knowing how to manage and implement a personal marketing
strategy will ensure you gain attention. This section includes
a personal brand communication plan to help you stand out
from the crowd. With my many years of experience in promoting stars, businesses and personalities, I know what it takes to
become known, be seen and be heard.
Having been on an entrepreneurial journey for most of my
working life, I wanted to write this book to inspire you to keep
going and strive to do what you love doing every day. Most of
us change direction many times throughout our working life;
sometimes intentionally but often unintentionally. There are
peaks and troughs; that’s just life in our working world. Today,
many people are forgoing the traditional route of working for
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one or more employers to tread the unknown path of selfemployment. Our working life is a lot longer these days and it’s
fun. So keep going and make your working life an exciting part
of what you do.
In my personal experience working with brands and celebrities in a career spanning over thirty years, I have seen many
successes and failures. One attribute that has stood out for me is
belief. Believing you can do it, you will do it, and that is why you
should do it: to be the star you’re destined to be will underpin
your success. I believe we can all be intentional in our pursuit of
a successful business or career.
It is not about ego or being the most impressive person out
there. It is about taking a step-by-step approach to creating your
own future. Yes, you will make an impact; yes, you will impress;
yes, you will create a production which is your personal brand
and business if you follow the steps I suggest.
I hope you enjoy reading IMPRESSario and I wish you the
best in your entrepreneurial journey. Begin now and step into
your personal brand of success.
^ Sources of definitions:
The Australian Pocket Oxford Dictionary © Oxford University
Press, 1976.
Roget’s Thesaurus © Crown Publishers, Inc. 1979

PART ONE

Behind the Scenes

One

A Star is Born
“If you are looking for something, don’t go sit on the
seashore and expect it to come and find you; you must
search, search, search with all the stubbornness in you!”
– Constantin Stanislavski

he year was 1984 and I was about to graduate from the
Ensemble Studios acting school after three long years. My
fellow thespians and I were gathered in one of the classrooms
of the old Independent Theatre in Sydney, where the studio
acting classes were being held. There were about twenty of us
sitting around in a circle. We’d been together as students for
three years, and although we knew each other well, there was
a certain amount of trepidation in the room because we were
about to be exposed. Not in the literal sense, but our secret,
inner self was about to be revealed.
That moment was when I first came across the concept
of personal branding, although at the time I had no idea what
that meant. My acting course had been a three-year part-time
undertaking and was a truly remarkable experience. Yes, at the

T
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time my goal was to be an actor and I did follow that path for
a few years. But everything I learned in that course has since
stood me in good stead in my work, career and life today.
An actor’s job is to take on a character and portray them as
truthfully as possible and, in doing so, make that person believable to the audience.
We studied the Stanislavski Method school of acting and
often did exercises where we had to recreate past experiences or
use other sensory methods to help us really get into the personality or place of the character we were portraying.
Many actors play character roles and are fabulous at playing
parts from a diva to a downtrodden divorcee – just look at Meryl
Streep. However, often actors are cast very close to “type”.
In my final year, we undertook this exercise with our classmates to discover more about how we came across to others.
The idea was to develop a better understanding of our “type”
– what characteristics and traits came through from our own
innate personality and what style of role we would be best suited
to. This experience occurred more than thirty years ago but it
was so powerful that it has remained with me ever since. I still
share with clients and in workshop exercises what I discovered
during that time.
I clearly remember being in the classroom when our teacher
asked us to choose words to describe ourselves; adjectives and
phrases that we thought best summed up ourselves and how we
came across to others. We were given a few examples of famous
actors and we chose words to describe them, such as charismatic
and confident. Once we had done that, we made a list of twenty
or so of our words. One by one, we were asked to leave the room.
It was my turn and I was quite excited to think about all the
fabulous things my friends would say about me. But I was in for
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a big surprise. Although my very obvious public traits clearly
connected with what I had written, there were also words and
perceptions from others that were completely new to me. I was
quite astonished and a bit upset by some of the perceptions that
others had of me.
What I didn’t realise at the time was that we had performed a simple psychology test using the Johari window. This
process was devised by two psychologists Harry Ingham and
Joseph Luft (Joe and Harry – Johari) in the 1950s and it forms
the basis for many well-known psychometric personality tests
and personal branding exercises that are used today.
As an actor, it is important to understand your true personality and to be able to bring out hidden aspects of who you
are in order to authentically play a role and portray a character.
In life, it is also a valuable tool to understand how we come
across to others and what positive aspects of our personality
shine through. By being clear about the various aspects of our
personality and behaviour, as well as the personal image and
reputation that others may have of us, we can start to realise
some of our untapped potential.
While I’m not a psychologist, I am very interested in
human behaviour and how we manage the impressions we
(often unknowingly) share with the world. Therefore, I think
the Johari window model is a good tool for making the process
of understanding ourselves a little clearer.
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Who are you?
The Johari Window
Known to self

Known to others

Not known
to others

Open

Hidden

Not known to
self

Blind

Unknown

The Johari window model demonstrates four elements of your
personality and inner being. The first part is the Open Self –
the part of you that everyone sees. This is the side of yourself
that you show openly to the outside world. This area includes
your appearance, hairstyle and grooming: the obvious physical
aspects of how you appear. It also includes your visual image:
how you style yourself, including which photos of yourself you
choose to share. It is the first impression you make and is how
others sum you up instantly. It also represents your people skills
– how you interact with people, conversational ability, social
graces, and your customer and client service. It encapsulates
what sort of instant impact you have on others and how people
surmise who you are.
The second element of the square is the opposite to your
public self. It is the Hidden Self – the hidden image. It is the
part only you know about and incorporates how you feel about
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many things and different aspects of your life. Areas to look at
here are your attitudes, self confidence level, your past private
experiences that you may not want to share, and your anxieties
and fears. These are usually the areas you don’t want others to
know about you. Examining your private inner self also reveals
your goals, dreams, hopes and ambitions. Perhaps you haven’t
realised a secret ambition because your past experiences have led
to uncertainty and fear. Taking stock of what your private self is
indicating will help to reveal your way forward to becoming the
star of your own destiny.
The Blind Self – we all have our blind spots, and these fill
another quarter of the Johari window model. These are parts
of our personality that others see yet we cannot see ourselves.
It includes your reputation and what other people think and
say about you that you’re unaware of. It might be that people
perceive you to be a kind and very helpful person but you’re
not really aware of it because it is your innate nature to help
people. This is one lovely characteristic that my husband has. He
is always very hospitable and helpful to people but brushes this
off by saying, “It’s not hard”. It isn’t to him because that is very
much a part of his personality; however, other people struggle
to even say something nice.
What do people say about you? In my case, when I was
being analysed by my acting school friends, I thought they’d say
I was open and friendly. I had written that down on my sheet of
paper; however, my acting colleagues had described me as being
a bit aloof and mysterious. I didn’t realise that “stand offish”
was how I came across to others. Maybe you see yourself as shy
and a bit quiet, but others see you as lacking in confidence. This
window is exciting because it always explores aspects of your
personality that you don’t already know about yourself.
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I was discussing personal reputation at a briefing with a
client and he gave an example of someone in his office who was
smart and very good at his job. However, nobody wanted to deal
with this person because he was a “misery guts”. Let’s hope that
people don’t say that about you! You want people to be talking
about you, but not for all the wrong reasons.
The fourth quadrant of the Johari window is the really
exciting part: the Unknown Self, which is the untapped potential that is hidden from you and others. This includes all of the
things we aren’t aware about ourselves and that we haven’t
tapped into.
These parts of yourself may be called into action in a crisis,
or they may be brought to life through further self-reflection on
your hopes and dreams.
By looking at these four areas, we can start to uncover our
true personality and our uniqueness. What is it that makes us
special and how can we realise this potential? The ultimate aim
of being an IMPRESSario is you want to make a name for yourself in whatever domain you choose.
In order to determine who we are and what we want to
achieve, the first step is to understand ourselves better. By
working with the four areas of our Johari window we can find
out what kind of personality and ambitions we have, the impression others have of us, and how we can reach our full potential.
Let me give you an example of why it’s a good idea to better
understand your blind and unknown selves.
Read more of Chapter One in the complete version of
IMPRESSario. Purchase Now at www.impressario.com.au

Two

The Script
“Eighty percent of success is showing up.”
– Woody Allen

Y

ears ago, famous producer, actor and impresario, Woody
Allen made the statement which is often quoted that eighty
percent of success is showing up. Many people have an ambition to become a star, a writer or be a success in their career;
however, often it is simply a wish and they don’t follow through
and do the thing that they want to accomplish. It isn’t always
the most talented, beautiful or gifted person who succeeds. It is
the one who has a go! What is holding you back? Is it fear of
failure or fear of success? There’s generally something standing
in the way. For many people, it is their background story that
has either pushed them to succeed or to just accept the status
quo and to not bother to attempt anything new or different.
Every good play or movie has a script … and so does life.
There’s heroes and villains, tragedy and triumph, romance and
heartache. Mix that all together with scenery, costumes, a
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musical score and action scenes and a wonderful story starts
to unfold. The story may just meander along and never really
go anywhere. Or it may not excite any audience. Is that your
story? Can you rewrite your story and put behind you the
tragedy, villains or heartache to emerge triumphant and live
the rest of your life fulfilling your potential? Of course, there
may be more dramas to unfold – that’s just life!
Unlike performing in a play, you do not have to research
the background character. By now you will have a fairly good
understanding of who that person is as part of your life story
has already been written. We have backgrounds to our
personal life that often determine our outcome. Many people
have a story that they’d rather forget because it has shaped
them in such a way that it now seems impossible to
overcome. We all make decisions every day and sometimes
they are the wrong ones. Nevertheless, we can move forward
from whatever happened in our past and forge ahead in a new
and more positive direction. As life goes on, there’s usually
something to deal with – whether it is a major setback such as
the loss of a spouse or parent at a young age; overcoming a
painful divorce or abusive relation- ship; or being born with a
disfigurement or physical disability. Sometimes it might be
something seemingly insignificant at the time (such as a
negative comment from a teacher) that holds you back from
reaching your true potential. You can change the script. It is
not what happens to you, it is what you do about it.
I can only speak from my own experience and share my
personal story …

My story
It was a Saturday morning and I had just flown into Armidale
in regional New South Wales. My head was pounding …

Read more of Chapter Two – The Script in the
complete version of IMPRESSario. www.impressario.com.au
Chapter Three – Star Quality. If you want to stand out
at work, in your business or even in your social life, having
appeal and charm will set you apart from the rest of the pack.
What is charisma and how do we achieve it?
Chapter Four – The Rehearsal. Performing a role or
playing your part in the game of life is about making your own
luck which, in turn, eventuates as a result of doing the work.
Chapter Five – The Costumes. What sort of image do
you want to portray? You can use costumes to enhance your
own personal brand and style, and paint a picture of the
person you want others to see you as.
Chapter Six – The Production. In this production, you
are everything: the producer, the writer, the director, the
costume designer, the art director and creator of the vision.
Chapter Seven – Marketing You. A selfmarketing campaign, if implemented with intent, will
help you – the individual and IMPRESSario – to become
top of mind with your audience.
Chapter Eight – Publicist to the Star. There are a
variety of tactics incorporated in a comprehensive marketing
or PR campaign. However, publicity and social media
coverage gained through the extremely influential vehicle of
media can really catapult you to stardom.
Chapter Nine – The Show Must Go On. Perhaps your
years of training have helped you to land a stage role. Or your
start-up organisation or business expertise is beginning to
shine through. Now is not the time to back away.

Conclusion
Keep shining
Congratulations on taking the first step in presenting and
promoting the star within you. Having completed reading
IMPRESSario, you will have a better understanding and an
outline of the steps you need to take to develop your personal
brand and stand out in business. So now it’s over to you …
My wish is that you don’t just read this book; rather, that
you follow through with the actions outlined in the exercises
and heed the advice I have put forward. I truly believe that
taking a detailed step-by-step approach to building your brand
and business will be a sure-fire way for you to gain the success
you desire. You don’t have to be a carbon copy of someone else –
you have what it takes to cultivate the best version of you. Delve
deep to uncover the authentic, real, engaging and inspiring you,
and shine brightly.
Plans don’t always go the way we hope, of course. But if
you do stay on course and keep referring to the process I have
outlined in IMPRESSario, then even if you do go off track from
time to time, you will eventually reach a satisfying outcome.

CONCLUSION

I hope my book inspires you as an entrepreneur or woman
in business to take a confident stand, showcase your personal
best and shine. And to encourage those of you who may be
harbouring past negative experiences and limiting your success
by “getting in your own way”. I also hope that my words will
serve to bolster up-and-coming entrepreneurs. Most long-term
success is achieved by those who persevere, and who are able to
pick themselves up and start all over again, regardless of what
happens.
I’d love to make a difference to you and your future so that
you become an IMPRESSario. My long-term goal is to spread
the word of personal branding to thousands of people through
my book, and through my consulting and speaking business. If
you have been inspired to learn more and take further action,
then please get in touch. You can read more about my programs
at www.suecurrie.com.au
I hope you have enjoyed reading this sample. For the
complete version purchase at www.impressario.com.au
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